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���������
On-line services such as ICQ are becoming increasingly popular on the internet. This results in 
scalability problems as the unicast approach used in these applications concentrates the network 
load to a few, or even a single, point in the global network. By using multicast based serverless 
communication it is possible to reduce the network load considerably. In order to achieve this there 
is a need for multicast protocols that can be used on heterogeneous, large scale, networks such as 
the Internet. In this diploma thesis we describe our work on developing one such protocol, LwRM, 
and our attempt to create a small class library in Java2 to support it. 
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The growing number of services on the Internet and their increasing bandwidth demands have 
spurred an interest in creating more efficient ways of distributing data than those commonly in use 
today. 

The dominating communication paradigm used on the Internet today is the classic client/server 
model. In this approach the problem of serving a very large number of clients is solved by using 
multiple servers. Bandwidth limitations are solved by spreading the servers geographically. Even 
though this approach works fairly well at the moment it is not the best way to solve the problem. If 
the number of clients on a local segment of the network served by one or more servers are doubled, 
the network load caused by the service is also doubled. The problem becomes even worse when 
peer-to-peer connections are considered as a doubling of the number of hosts will cause a 
quadrupling of the bandwidth use. 

The solution to this is using router based multicast. By moving the responsibility of distributing the 
data to all recipients from the server to the routers it is possible to send each message only once 
through each path of the network and still reach all clients. Although this approach is only useful 
for a subset of applications it dramatically increases the scalability. In client/server applications the 
server and the network it is connected to may, ideally, experience constant load regardless of the 
number of clients. In the peer-to-peer case the load will be proportional to the number of hosts. 

It is clear that router based multicast could be an effective solution to some, even if not all, of the 
bandwidth problems of the Internet. There are however two main issues left in order to achieve this. 
The first is that the multicast protocol, as specified in the internet drafts, is a pure best effort service 
without any guarantees of delivery. This is a drawback that limits the number of applications to 
only those that can recover from data loss. The other issue is that very few routers in use today 
support multicast routing. The reason for this is partly caused by low demand of the service, in its 
turn caused by the other limitation mentioned above, as well as scepticism caused by the fact that 
multicast lacks mechanisms for congestion control and recovery. 

Our work has been an attempt to address the reliability issue and the lack of congestion handling. 

" ��0��9��
The scope of our work was to design a usable lightweight reliable multicast protocol for distributed 
applications with low to moderate bandwidth requirements. We intended to design a general 
protocol that is fairly straightforward to implement in any language. We also intended to create a 
prototype implementation of the protocol in Java2. 
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Ever since its infancy the Internet has used unicast connection for almost all its services. To 
accommodate one-to-many and many-to-many communication a broadcast mechanism was 
implemented for the few occasions where there was a  need for it. There are however some serious 
drawbacks to these traditional approaches when transmitting data that should reach many, but not 
all, hosts on several networks. 

The solution has been to implement a multicast protocol that, if supported by routers, makes it 
possible for hosts interested in receiving a particular transmission to connect to a session and 
receive data from it. This results in a transmission where the sender sends the data only once to a 
multicast session and it is then forwarded to all recipients by the routers transmitting it only to 
those hosts that are connected to that particular session [CAR98]. This would ideally result in 
constant network load regardless of the number of recipients. 

( �������%�����������������;��<�
The IP-protocol is intentionally designed without assumptions of the reliability of the network it 
uses. It assumes that all that is available is a best effort service where data packets may or may not 
arrive and if they arrive there are no guarantees that they arrive in the same order as they were sent. 
This assumption necessitates end-to -end mechanisms for loss detection and recovery as well as 
guaranteeing that packets received retains a sequential order that is required by many applications 
[PET96]. 

In broadcast transmissions this has never been a problem as they are only used on local networks 
where reliability is very close to 100% and the packet order is always preserved as there are no 
possibility for packets to take different routes. In communication between networks however, there 
may be significant packet losses due to overflowing buffers in routers or network bridges as well as 
reordering of transmitted packets caused by different packets taking different routes through the 
network [PET96]. 

Depending on the type of data transmitted this may, or may not, be a problem. Some types of 
transmissions, such as streaming video or audio, are more sensitive to timing errors than data loss 
and will not benefit from retransmissions as those data would arrive to late to be of any use. Other 
applications, such as shared workspaces, where a complete set of data is mirrored would on the 
other hand be useless if any data were lost. In that case it is better to experience a slight delay as the 
lost data are retransmitted [CAR98].  

It is this latter class of application that necessitates the need for mechanisms enabling packet losses 
to be detected and/or repaired. There are several methods to achieve this and they all have different 
characteristics. 

( "�0������������
����������������������;��<�
The TCP protocol among others use sender based loss detection which means that any recovery 
from losing data is detected and initiated by the sender. The way to accomplish this is by having the 
receiver sending an acknowledge (ACK) for each packet received. When a packet is lost it will not 
be acknowledged and this is detected by the sender who retransmits the packet until an ACK is 
received for it. 

This scheme allows for precise metrics from the network as the incoming flow of ACK’s may be 
compared to the outgoing flow of data making it possible to estimate both latency and available 
bandwidth for a connection. This makes it possible to determine reasonable timeouts and 
transmission rates at any moment during the data transfer [PET96]. 
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The main drawback is the amount of ACK data transmitted. While this is an effective way for 
unicast communication where there are only one receiver it does not scale well in a multicast 
protocol where the amount of ACK messages easily could be larger than the amount of transmitted 
data [CAR98]. 

( (�	����;���������
����������������������;��<�
The dominant technique for loss detection in multicast protocols is receiver based loss detection. 
This means that until a receiver explicitly tells the sender that there has been a data loss everything 
is assumed to have worked flawlessly [CAR98]. If any data are lost this is detected by the receiver 
who then transmits a negative acknowledgement (NACK)back to the sender in order to initiate a 
retransmission of the missing data [FLO96]. 

The NACK based approach is more bandwidth effective as nothing but data are transmitted as long 
as no losses occurs. This makes it suited for multicast protocols if the amount of lost data is 
reasonably small compared to the amount successfully received. Metrics, on the other hand, are 
hard to attain as nothing can be learned about the network until it actually fails. This gives rise to 
the need of using very moderate timing and bandwidth restrictions resulting in significantly worse 
adaptability to changing network conditions. 

( -�������������������;��<�
A third way of recovering from data loss is by enabling the protocol to repair an incomplete 
sequence of data. This eliminates the need to retransmit the data that has been lost and recovery is 
very fast as there are no timing constraints for initiating the repair as there is when using 
retransmission. The recovery may be done by calculating the missing data using information in 
preceding and/or succeeding packets. 

The main drawbacks of these schemes is that they are optimal only for a very narrow range of data 
loss ratios. If the loss is higher, or has a different distribution, than the algorithm was designed for 
there will still be a need for retransmissions as complete recovery will not be possible. If, on the 
other hand, the loss is significantly lower the algorithm will add an unnecessarily large overhead of 
parity data to the transmission. 

( !�*�����������=����>�����
The need for a transmission buffer of some kind is necessary for any protocol using retransmissions 
in order to recover from network data loss. In order to be able to retransmit the lost data it must be 
available, usually in a memory buffer. This buffer must be limited in size if the protocol should be 
able to handle sessions of arbitrary length. There are several ways of accomplishing this limitation. 

One way is by using a sliding window approach halting the transmission whenever an incomplete 
sequence of data packets reaches a predefined maximum length. This approach however may only 
be used in combination with an ACK-based protocol as this is the only way to be positively sure 
when a data packet has been received and therefore may not be needed for further retransmissions. 
Using this approach in multicast communication however necessitates an increased need for 
complexity in order to limit the number of ACK’s on the network. This is accomplished partly by 
creating a hierarchical tree of retransmission responsibilities where each node retransmits any lost 
data to its children and acknowledges data to its parent, partly by organising data packets into 
larger frames that are acknowledged as a whole instead of sending an ACK for each packet 
[CAR98]. 
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Another way is to buffer data packets for a limited maximum time after the last transmission of it 
and assume that if no NACK’s have arrived within that time it has been successfully received. This 
approach is however quite insecure if there are a prolonged loss off data preventing the receiver 
from detecting any losses or the NACK from reaching the transmitter [CAR98]. 

The third way is to buffer all currently valid data in the buffer and explicitly invalidate it when it is 
no longer of any use. This approach is useful for applications such as chat rooms that need only to 
keep a limited scroll back buffer, or electronic whiteboards where only the current drawing shown 
is of any interest [FLO96]. 

The most memory intensive way is of course to keep all data available for retransmission at all 
times. While this may sound unnecessary and extremely expensive on memory, it is not necessarily 
so in practical use. If the retransmission buffer containing the complete data set in the session 
resides on a hard disk and it utilises a small memory cache containing only the most recently 
accessed data, it is feasible to achieve full buffering at a limited cost for almost any practical 
session size. The most probable candidates for retransmission is the data packets most recently 
transmitted and those will most likely still reside in the memory cache, while older packets, 
although with a longer delay, can  be fetched from the hard drive. This method is extremely well 
suited when mirroring source code repositories as the repository itself may be used as buffer at 
virtually no additional memory cost at all. 

( '������?����
A problem not present in unicast communication is the concept of late join. This occurs when a 
participant connects to a multicast session after the data transmission has already begun. If this 
happens the new participant must be able to receive all currently valid data in the session in order to 
catch up. 

If late join should be allowed, there must be at least one host in the session that has a complete 
buffer of all currently valid data transmitted.  In protocols using timeouts in combination with 
ACK’s it is possible to limit the buffer size by assuring that all hosts have received all data before 
removing them from the transmission buffer. This arrangement, however, requires that all hosts are 
hierarchically ordered to avoid scalability problems. If the techniques using full data depositories or 
data frames are used, every host has all necessary data needed, making late joins quite simple to 
implement. 
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The primary design goal for LwRM is a protocol that is robust enough to be used on a best-effort 
network for applications with low to moderate needs for throughput and latency. LwRM is 
primarily intended for use in interactive applications with relatively low bandwidth requirements, 
primarily distributed workspace applications such as distributed whiteboards, chatboards or 
serverless ICQ-like applications. 

Even though we had decided to implement our protocol in Java we decided that this should not be 
reflected in our protocol specifications as any language specific assumptions would only limit its 
usefulness and portability. 

- ��#�����
���=����>���� �
1. The protocol must give reasonable guarantees that messages sent by one host will reach all 

other hosts within a reasonable amount of time. 

2. It should be able to share the network in a friendly manner with TCP/IP connections. 

3. It should have low network overhead to implement reliability. 

4. The protocol should retain as much functionality as possible even in the case of a fairly long 
network failure that temporarily divides the session in two sections. 

5. The protocol should be able to handle heterogeneous networks where latency and available 
bandwidth to each host in a session varies over time. 

6. The API should be as easy to use as possible. Ideally it should be no harder to use than an 
ordinary, non-reliable, datagram socket. 

7. It should be possible for hosts to join or leave a session at any time. 

8. No single specific host should have any critical functionality. A session should be able to 
remain fully functional regardless of which host is removed from it. 

9. All hosts should be able to both send and receive messages. 

10. The implementation should be flexible enough to allow later additions of functionality at a 
later stage. 

11. Implementation should be simple in order to promote wide usage. 
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The design of the implementation independent parts of the protocol is usually very dependent of 
what type of applications it is intended for. As we intended to support applications with low real-
time demands many of our design decisions is biased towards low bandwidth and simple 
implementation rather than low latency and high throughput. 

! ��	������>�������
We decided to use only receiver initiated NACK-based retransmission where both NACK’s and 
retransmitted data are multicasted. This design has a both advantages and drawbacks. 

NACK-only retransmission initiation has the advantage of being conservative with bandwidth (req. 
3) but is inherently weaker in providing network metrics as it complicates round trip time (RTT) 
estimation. It is however necessary to use NACK’s in multicast protocols as we mentioned earlier 
and if we would add the use of selective ACK’s it would introduce a lot more complexity as we 
would have to include algorithms for building tree structured retransmission responsibility 
structures or use token forwarding to avoid ACK implosions. 

Using multicast for retransmitted data is partly a decision based on the requirement of keeping the 
protocol as simple as possible (req. 11), partly based on the fact that if one host looses data due to 
network failure or congestion there are most probably more hosts that has lost the same data. If we 
in that case unicast the lost data we will probably have to send it multiple times. Another benefit is 
that the multicast data transmission may be used to suppress multiple NACK’s from those other 
hosts, which is done in LwRM. 

Retransmission of any packet is the responsibility of all the hosts in the session. This is necessary 
both to guarantee that retransmission continues even if the original sender has left the session, as 
well as to divide the load evenly between all hosts in case of large retransmissions. (req. 7, 8 & 9) 

! "����������������
In order to detect data loss by the receiver the data is divided in packets. Each packet having a 
sequence number that is unique for that host within the session. A data loss is can be detected by a 
gap in the sequence and this initiates the transmission of a NACK for that packet. 

A weakness with this scheme is that a packet loss is detected only when the following packet is 
received.  This may cause a deadlock if a message is sent that requires a response as no more data 
will be transmitted until the response is sent as no message to be responded to may be received 
until the response is sent. To alleviate this the protocol will send a host status messages containing 
the sequence number of the last sent data packet whenever a host has not transmitted anything for a 
predefined time. This ensures that the loss of the most recent packet will eventually be detected 
even if no more data are transmitted. (req. 1) 

! (������?����
In order to allow hosts to join and leave a session freely the protocol must allow late connections 
(req. 7). To accommodate this we decided that the protocol must be able to retransmit any valid 
data at any point in time. This may be done using the ordinary retransmission mechanisms 
described above in  this case. To be able to do this was one of the reasons we decided not to 
implement an ACK-scheme in order to limit the amount of buffered data. 
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In order to allow retransmissions of any valid data at any time, the data must always be available 
for retransmission. This does not imply that each host must keep everything in memory at all times, 
only that all hosts must be able to access it within reasonable time (req. 8). 

In order to initiate any retransmissions of data from a host it must either send new data or the status 
message mentioned above. In order to enable late join to work in full the responsibility for sending 
status messages for a disconnected host must be transferred to another host still present within the 
session (req. 8). This responsibility is distributed between all hosts in such a way that a random 
host sends the status message whenever a defined maximum time have elapsed without a status 
message from that known host has been received. 

! -������������
The connection procedure should be as automatic as possible. This means that the only thing that 
should be necessary to provide to the protocol should be session name (req. 6). The problem with 
this is that every multicast IP-number and port would have to be scanned for sessions and this is 
practically impossible. Even if we specify a port number that is used for LwRM we end up with an 
impractically large number of network connections to scan. We therefore decided that the network 
connection must also be specified in terms of IP-number and port number. 

The connection is made in two phases; the session connection and the host connection. Both 
comprises a request for information followed by a collation period where information about 
presently connected hosts and/or sessions are received. Both phases will use the same two signals, a 
request signal and an exist signal. Information about what phase is intended indicated in the signals. 

! !��������
In order to enable the protocol to adapt dynamically to varying network conditions there is a need 
to obtain at least approximate measurements of latency and available bandwidth from the network 
(req. 5). Though this is fairly simple in an ACK-based protocol, such as TCP, it becomes more 
complicated when only NACK’s are used. 

A NACK based protocol don’t return any measurements at all until delivery actually fails. This 
means that in order to obtain useful metrics we have to exceed the capacity of the network. While 
this may seem like an unacceptable behaviour it is not too far removed from how current 
implementations of TCP behave. The idea both in our protocol and TCP is to gradually increase the 
load on the network until a failure is detected and then back off to a safe level and start all 
increasing the load again. We need however to be much more careful when doing this as we have 
much more unreliable latency measurements than TCP. 

! ! ��������<�����>������
Latency is estimated by measuring the round trip time (RTT) for the network. This is however a 
multicast protocol which means that we have to handle that different hosts reside on networks with 
different capabilities. The result of this is that we have to adapt to the longest RTT to any host in 
the session in order to have safe timings. 

Obtaining initial measurements of RTT is done by measuring the time between a connection 
request signal and each answer during the connection handshake. After the connection has been 
established the RTT is calculated from measurements of the time between a NACK and the packet 
that enabled loss detection for that packet. To make this possible the first NACK must always be 
sent for the highest packet sequence number that has not been received, otherwise the time will also 
depend on the number of packets NACK’ed. 
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In order to take the worst case into account when calculating network latency we have to adapt to 
the host that currently has the longest RTT. This measurement is designated MaxRTT and is the 
only latency metric used to calculate protocol delays. 

It should be noted that retransmitted NACK’s should not be used for measuring RTT as there are no 
way to estimate the time between the loss of the original data and the retransmitted NACK. 

! ! "�*�������������>������
 Available bandwidth is estimated by comparing the number of NACK’d packets to the total 
number of packets sent. This gives an estimate of the ratio between available bandwidth and the 
current transmission rate. The problem with this method is that it gives no metrics at all if the 
available bandwidth exceeds the current transmission rate. This will result in a transmission rate 
that, at any point in time, equals the lowest available during the session so far. In order to take 
advantage of increased bandwidth availability the protocol must gradually increase the transmission 
rate until a NACK is received. 

In order not to flood slower hosts we have to adapt to the slowest host in the session. By ignoring 
what host sent the NACK’s used to calculate the maximum transmission rate we will effectively 
attain this. In fact the rate may even be set a bit too low as we may receive NACK’s from  multiple 
hosts and use these as if they came from the same one. This will cause the protocol to back off to a 
rate lower than the optimal but this is not so much of a problem as it only makes it less aggressive 
when competing for bandwidth and LwRM is intended for low bandwidth applications anyway. 

! '�	����������
�
In order to coexist with other applications, e.g. TCP, on the Internet there is a need to ensure that 
LwRM is able to detect network congestion and is able to back off in a controlled way when it 
occurs (req. 2). In order to guarantee that this is the case we have to design the protocol to be at 
most as aggressive as TCP when it increases the transmission rate and to back off at least as much 
when congestion is detected. 

These requirements are however hard to verify as the metrics in LwRM is fundamentally different 
from those in TCP due to the fundamentally differences in the loss detection mechanisms. 

! ,����
��������;��<�
One important aspect of any protocol that is going to be used in a unreliable network is the ability 
to recover from network failures where parts of the network becomes unavailable. A situation that 
may arise in multicast sessions that does not affect unicast cases is when a session is split in two or 
more separate sets of hosts due to a link failure somewhere in the network. 

This problem may be approached in two ways; we may either try to detect the split and wait until 
all hosts are connected to each other, or we may ignore the problem and let each part of the session 
continue as if the separated hosts simply had left the session entirely. 

As we decided to make it possible for any host to leave an LwRM session at any time (req. 7) we 
opted for the latter approach. Retransmission of any data received by any host within the session 
partition will be retransmittable within it and all new data will be shared normally between the 
remaining hosts. When the failed part of the network becomes operational again, the normal loss 
recovery algorithms will guarantee full synchronisation of the session data set. 

Unfortunately there is a possibility that two or more hosts joining separate partitions of a session 
during a network failure chooses identical host identifications. As the host identification did not 
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exist prior to the failure there is no possibility to prevent this from happening. The result of this is 
that the protocol fails when the session partitions are reunited as there are different packets with the 
same identification within the session causing messages to be incoherent. 

One way to recover from this is to let hosts detect the presence of duplicate hosts sending data with 
the same host identifier. Whenever a host detects duplicate hosts it should issue a fail signal for that 
host identifier causing everything that has been sent using that host identifier to be discarded as 
invalid. All hosts using that identifier should then reconnect with a new host identifier and 
retransmit their data using that identifier. This may result in high network loads but the alternative 
is protocol failure. 
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After surveying a number of protocols used for reliable multicast, decided to use SRM [FLO96] as 
starting point for our design. It comprised many of the features we needed to include in or protocol 
and we decided that using a tested design as starting point could be helpful in avoiding some 
pitfalls. 

' ��0����
������>��������
LwRM uses a set of seven packet types. All packets, regardless of type share a common header 
format. The exact binary format of header and all payload of all LwRM packet types can be found 
in appendix A. 

' "���	�������������>������
The 128 bit header of LwRM contains a number of data fields that are common between all LwRM 
packets. 

The header contains, among other fields, packet, session and host identifiers. It also contains flags 
to indicate whether or not it is the first or last packet in a message sequence and if it is a 
retransmission. It also contains a simple header checksum that is used to verify that the header is a 
valid LwRM packet header. 

The packet identifier field is used in two different ways depending on whether the packet is marked 
as retransmittable or not. If it is a retransmittable packet the number is a unique identifier that is 
used only once for retransmittable packets from that specific host. If it, on the other hand, is marked 
as non-retransmittable the number may be reused at a later time. Packet identifiers for any signal or 
message spanning more than one packet must be a complete sequence in ascending order. 
Retransmittable packets must also be parts of a common sequence beginning at sequence number 
one, without gaps, throughout the session, in order for the loss detection to function. 

There are a few reserved identifiers used in the protocol. These are the number zero for packet 
identifiers for retransmittable packets as this is used in the LWRM_LAST signal to indicate that no 
transmissions have been made yet. The session identifier zero in combination with the host 
identifier zero is used to indicate a signal that is intended for all hosts in all sessions of the current 
network connections. Finally the host identifier zero with a non-zero session identifier is used for 
messages within a session before a valid host identifier has been chosen. 

A complete description of all fields may be found in appendix A. 

' (�����>���������
In order for LwRM to handle messages and signals of arbitrary length it must be possible to divide 
the message or signal into several packets. Another reason to allow for fragmentation is to enable 
retransmission of only those parts of the message that are lost instead of the whole message. 

The packet length of LwRM has no theoretical maximum limit but as it probably will be used on 
top of an TCP/IP stack it should probably be limited to 65536 bytes as a maximum. The minimum 
size is 17 bytes as each packet must contain a complete 16 byte header and at least have space for 
one byte of data. 

The optimum packet length depends on a number of factors and there is no definite answer that 
suits every situation. Smaller packets may decrease overhead caused by retransmissions as each 
packet lost is small. On the other hand there is a larger overhead for small packets both in size, as 
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there are more header information sent, and in processing time, as a larger number of packets must 
be processed. Large packets on the other hand increases the amount of data that must be 
retransmitted in case of a packet loss. If they are larger than the maximum network frame it may 
increase the possibility of packet loss as it is enough to lose one frame of data to lose the entire 
LwRM packet. 

A good rule of thumb may be to keep the maximum LwRM packet size as large as or smaller than 
the maximum frame size of the underlying network. This minimises the overhead without 
increasing the likelihood for packet loss. It is also recommended that the fragment size is large 
enough to enable all signals, except possibly the LWRM_ASIG signal, to be sent unfragmented in 
order to minimise the loss probability for them as they are not retransmitted if they are lost. 

To be able to defragment a fragmented message there are two one bit flags available in the header. 
One flag to indicate if the packet is the first in a message and one to indicate that it is the last. If a 
message consists of only one packet, both flags are set. Furthermore the packets of a single 
message or signal must always have consecutive packet identifiers to be able to determine their 
relationship relative each other. 

' -��.	@%����
The data message is used to transport arbitrarily formatted data messages during both transmission 
and retransmission. 

' !��.	@$��+�
The NACK signal contains the packet identifier of a single retransmittable packet to be 
retransmitted and the host identifier of the host that sent it. 

' '��.	@	�/�
A request signal used to acquire information about a network connection or a session. 

' ,��.	@7#0��
A response signal sent in reply to an LWRM_REQ containing a human readable session description 
string and a host identifier that may be used to indicate existence of other hosts than the one 
sending the signal. 

' 2��.	@�0#��
The application signal contains an arbitrarily formatted binary signal body just like the data 
message, but is not sent using any retransmission mechanisms. It is used to transport data that do 
not benefit from retransmissions. In practice it is nearly identical to ordinary non-reliable multicast. 

' 4��.	@%���
The delete message contains a host identifier and a two packet identifiers that designates a range of 
message packets to be removed from the session. The delete message is transmitted using the same 
retransmission mechanisms as the data message in order to guarantee the integrity of the session 
data set. 
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' �1��.	@��#��
The failure message is used to indicate that the LwRM protocol has detected that a host is operating 
in an erroneous way. This is in effect a signal used to ban hosts from a session. 

' ��������>����������9��
It is usually of interest to be able to limit the distance a multicast message can travel. We prefer not 
to make any assumptions that this is implemented in the protocol that may be used to transport 
LwRM messages. We therefore assume that any host may receive any datagram sent to the same 
network connection if they are within the scope of the message. This implies that a host may 
receive packets sent by a host in a session on a larger scope, but not necessarily vice versa. 

The result of this is that there is a significant risk of duplicate session identifiers when a session of 
a large scope is created as it cannot receive transmissions from hosts with smaller scope. This 
would cause the session with the larger scope to disrupt communications in the session within the 
smaller scope. To avoid this we decided to reserve a range of session identifiers for each available 
scope. This means that even if communication may be overheard and unidirectional between 
different scopes it may safely be ignored as it will not be within the same domain of session 
identifiers and thus no duplicates are possible. 

The implementation of this is done by letting the eight most significant bits of the session identifier 
correspond directly to the scope. This means that the protocol supports up to 256 different scopes. 
We decided that the numbers used to identify the scopes should be the same as those used on the 
mBone as this gives a reasonable spacing between the numbers leaving room for increased 
granularity in the future, should the need arise. 

It should be noted that several of the scopes below are hard to define for areas such as the EEC and 
USA for example. It is unclear in those cases whether a state is considered to be a region or a 
country and if the union as a whole should be considered a country, a continent or both. As this 
problem is political rather than technical we have decided to leave it unsolved. 

' �� ��#������
�
The internal scope is normally not used in LwRM as this means that the packets are only 
transmitted within the same computer. This may be useful in some limited way for communication 
with standard software between users in a multi-user environment or for testing purposes. The 
numerical value of this scope is 0. 

' �� "�����
�
A local scope comprises only the current local network. This is normally only those computers 
connected directly or by a hub or switch. The numerical value of this scope is 1. 

' �� (�0����
The site scope contains all hosts within a single organisation. It may contain one or several local 
networks connected by bridges, switches or routers. The numerical value of this scope is 15. 

' �� -�	������
A regional network covers several sites within a larger area. This area may be geographical, e.g. a 
city or county, or logical, e.g. an network connecting all universities within a country or several 
factories within the same company. The numerical value of this scope is 31. 
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' �� !�������<�
The country scope covers several regions within a single country. The numerical value of this scope 
is 48. 

' �� '�����������
The continental scope is used for areas that consists of several countries. The numerical value of 
this scope is 63. 

' �� ,�.��
��
The world spanning scope consist of the whole planet. The numerical value of this scope is 127. 

' �� 2��
�����<���>�
The next step up in the hierarchy should by all logic be to include several worlds around a common 
star in the scope. This is currently not implemented in any carrier protocol in use and it is probably 
not a good idea to use NACK based retransmissions when the round trip times begin to amount to 
somewhere between hours and days. The numerical value of this scope is currently undefined and 
will probably remain so. 

' �"�$�����:����9����
��<�
In order for LwRM to coexist with adaptive unicast connections like TCP it must behave in a 
similar way when it reacts to varying network loads as we discussed in 5.5. 

A major problem is the fact that retransmissions of any data may originate from any host as a result 
of one of several NACK’s transmitted. In order to avoid confusion the protocol metrics must be 
gleaned from original transmissions only. 

' �" ���A	�������>������
Every time an LWRM_DATA, LWRM_DEL, LWRM_FAIL,  LWRM_LAST or LWRM_REQ 
message/signal is sent, the time for its transmission is recorded. This is done in order to be able to 
measure the time it takes for a response to that signal or message to arrive. 

If an LWRM_DATA, LWRM_DEL or LWRM_FAIL is sent, the protocol must detect any 
LWRM_NACK that has a cleared retransmission flag, and that NACK’s a packet with a packet 
identifier of one less than the data packet sent. The time between the transmission of the data 
packet and the reception of the mentioned NACK is equal to the RTT between the two hosts plus 
the back-off time before the NACK was transmitted. In order to find a reasonable estimation of the 
actual RTT the average delay of 1.5*MaxRTT is subtracted from the measured time. 

When an LWRM_LAST is sent for a host, the protocol must detect any NACK’s for the packet 
indicated in the LWRM_LAST message. Any such NACK has been delayed in the same way as 
those that are sent as a reaction for messages, as described above. 

When an LWRM_REQ is sent, any reception of an LWRM_XIST is a very reliable measurement 
of round trip time as the LWRM_XIST is always sent immediately upon reception of an 
LWRM_REQ. The RTT is therefore measured as the time between transmission and reception. 

The measured RTT of each host is recorded each time a new measurement is received and the 
largest of those values is then multiplied by 1.5. The resulting value is used as an estimation of 
MaxRTT to determine response times of the protocol. 
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The initial MaxRTT that is used before any actual metrics is collected is set to 200 ms for regional 
and smaller scopes, to 500 ms for national or continental scope, and to 1000 ms for world scope. 
These are safe guesses for most network connections during normal circumstances. 

' �" "������>������������������
�
In order to achieve an bandwidth limitation that is at least as conservative as that of the TCP 
protocol we need to define a corresponding behaviour using different metrics. 

The variable length transmission window used by TCP is replaced by a transmission rate (TR) in 
LwRM. In order to avoid unreasonably low or high transmission rates we also define minimum 
(minTR) and maximum (maxTR) transmission rates that may be used, these corresponds directly to 
the minimum, i.e. one packet, and maximum transmission window used by TCP. 

The maximum transmission rate is set by the application and the minimum rate is calculated as; 
minTR = 1500 / MaxRTT (Where MaxRTT is expressed in seconds and the transmission rates in 
bytes per second). 

The slow start mechanism is roughly equivalent to the one used in TCP. This means that for each 
MaxRTT the TR is doubled until either a NACK is received or maxTR/2 is reached. If one or more 
NACK’s are received during slow start, TR is halved. Slow start is only used initially in a session 
when the first messages are sent. 

After the initial slow start the transmission rate is recalculated each MaxRTT as; newTR = 
oldTR*(1 - 2*N/T)+minTR (Where N is the number of bytes NACK’ed and T is the number of 
bytes transmitted in messages during the last MaxRTT). The value of TR may never be lower than 
minTR or larger than maxTR. This recalculation will result in a behaviour similar to TCP’s additive 
increase / multiplicative decrease of the size of its transmission window. 

When a host transmits an LWRM_LAST signal the TR should be halved. This is done as a 
precaution to avoid congesting the network if the load should have increased during the period 
when no statistics are available. This is only done when the first LWRM_LAST for the host itself is 
issued. Last signals for other hosts and consecutive last signals without intervening message 
transmission are ignored for this purpose. 

The mechanisms described above should result in a behaviour that is, at most, as aggressive as that 
of TCP in spite of the limited amount of feedback that may be gained when using receiver based 
data loss detection. 

' �(������������
The connection procedure will select a session/host number combination that is currently not in use 
on the network connection. Normally the address space is large enough to make collisions unlikely 
but not impossible. If the conditions are ideal, i.e. no packet losses, the connection procedure in 
LwRM will guarantee that no duplicate identifiers are used. Under realistic conditions where we 
have few packet losses it will give reasonably small probabilities for duplicates. If there are 
massive data loss in the network it will however only slightly lessen the risk of making duplicate 
identifiers as most of the signals will be lost without any means to detect the loss. 

The reasons for implementing it in spite of this drawback are that it, under any circumstances, is 
better than nothing and under normal circumstances should work very well. 
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' �( �������������B�����
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LwRM must keep a list of known hosts and sessions at all times. The list must contain all sessions 
until a session is chosen/created after which only information concerning that session is required. 

Every time an LWRM_XIST message is received this list should be updated if necessary. If 
preferred other message and signal types may also be used to detect the presence of sessions and/or 
hosts on the network connection. 

' �( "���

�������������������>������
Whenever a host wishes to connect to a session it must first send an LWRM_REQ signal where the 
session identifier is set to the reserved value of zero. This is done in order to indicate the presence 
of a new host and its intent to connect to a session. When the signal is sent a timeout is set to 
6*MaxRTT. 

At least one host in each session must answer such a request by replying with an LWRM_XIST 
signal to indicate the existence of the session. This signal may be sent with a  random delay of up to 
3*MaxRTT if the protocol is configured to suppress multiple LWRM_XIST messages for sessions. 
This suppression is not mandatory but may improve scalability.   

Each time an LWRM_XIST signal is received during the session collation phase the timeout is 
reset to 6*MaxRTT. The collection phase terminates when the request timeout occurs, i.e. 
6*MaxRTT after the latest received LWRM_XIST signal. 

The session information, i.e. session identifier and session name, contained in each LWRM_XIST 
message received is stored for use in later phases of the connection procedure. 

' �( (���

����������������>�����������������������
To join an existing session an LWRM_REQ signal is sent using a session identifier of the session 
with the host identifier set to the reserved value of zero. This is done in order to indicate the 
presence of a new host and its intent to connect to the indicated session. When the signal is sent a 
timeout is set to 6*MaxRTT. 

All hosts in the session must answer such a request by replying with an LWRM_XIST signal to 
indicate their existence. 

Each time an LWRM_XIST signal is received during the session collation phase the timeout is 
reset to 6*MaxRTT. The host collection phase terminates when the request timeout occurs, i.e. 
6*MaxRTT after the latest received LWRM_XIST signal. 

' �( -������������������������
To create a new session a random session identifier is chosen within the defined range of numbers 
available for the current scope. The number chosen must not be among those known to be in use at 
the network connection. An LWRM_REQ is then sent using the generated session identifier and a 
host identifier of zero. 

If an LWRM_XIST with the requested session identifier has been received within 6*MaxRTT it is 
added to the list of known sessions and a new attempt to create a session is made. Otherwise the 
session identifier is considered unoccupied and an LWRM_XIST containing the previously chosen 
session identifier and an arbitrarily chosen host identifier is sent to inform any other hosts that the 
session is created. 
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' �( !�������������������������
Before a host tries to connect to a session it will initiate a collation of host information within that 
session. 

To allocate a new host identifier a random host identifier is generated. The number generated must 
not be among those known to be in use in the session. An LWRM_REQ is then sent using the 
session identifier for the selected session and the new host identifier. 

If an LWRM_XIST with the requested session and host identifier has been received within 
6*MaxRTT it is added to the list of known hosts and a new attempt to allocate a host identifier is 
made. Otherwise the host identifier is considered unoccupied and an LWRM_XIST containing the 
chosen host identifier is sent to the session to inform any other hosts that the host is in use. 

' �-��������������������������
Ideally all hosts in a session should have a full set of all data transmitted within it. This is of course 
not entirely the way it is in practice as there are always a delay between transmission of the data 
and the moment when all other hosts have received it. Regardless of this practical difference the set 
of data transmitted to a session may be considered as one distributed set, accessible from all hosts 
within it. This set is henceforth called the session data set. 

In order to add data to the session data set it is sent as an LWRM_DATA message and the result of 
this is that the data will eventually reach all other hosts. 

' �!�%���������9��:���
����
In order for the receivers to be able to detect packet loss the packet identifier for each host must 
begin at one and be increased by one for each packet sent to a session. This enables a host to detect 
loss by noticing that the current packet received has an identifier that is more than one larger than 
the previously largest known for that host. 

A packet loss is also detected if an LWRM_NACK, LWRM_DEL or LWRM_LAST is received for 
a packet with an identifier larger than the largest known identifier for that host. 

In the case of an LWRM_DEL, every previously unknown packet except those deleted are 
NACK’d. It should be noted that both the packet identifier of the actual LWRM_DEL and the 
identifier for the packets removed is used to detect data loss as the LWRM_DEL is transmitted as a 
message. 

In the case of detecting a packet loss, a NACK for each packet lost is scheduled for transmission. It 
may not be transmitted immediately as this would result in a NACK implosion. Instead NACK 
suppression is used (see below). 

' �! ��$��+���99��������
When a NACK is scheduled for transmission it is delayed for a random time in the interval 
[MaxRTT/2, 2*MaxRTT] before it is actually transmitted. If an LWRM_NACK for the same 
packet is received during this interval, the NACK is considered transmitted and is rescheduled for 
transmission. 

If no other NACK for the packet in question, or an LWRM_DEL for it, is received during the 
interval between scheduling and transmission of a NACK, an LWRM_NACK is transmitted and 
the NACK is then rescheduled for transmission. 
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When a NACK is rescheduled for retransmission it is delayed for a random time in the interval 
[(6*n+1)*MaxRTT, (7*n+1)*MaxRTT], where n is the number of times it has been rescheduled, 
before it is retransmitted. This is done in order to achieve a back-off both in case of increased 
network latency and in case the packet is actually unavailable for retransmission. 

' �! "�	������>���������������9��:����
When an LWRM_NACK is received the retransmission of the packet is scheduled for 
retransmission if it has been received. The retransmission is delayed for a random time selected 
from the interval [3*MaxRTT, 4*MaxRTT]. If the packet scheduled to be retransmitted is received 
from another host, or if the packet is removed from the session, during this delay the retransmission 
is cancelled. Any additional NACK’s for the same packet is ignored if the retransmission is already 
scheduled. 

The reason for this is to avoid implosion effects that could be the result of too many hosts 
retransmitting a NACK’d packet. It is also an effective way to minimise network load caused by 
retransmissions. 

' �! (�$��+C�����������������>��������
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NACK’s are the main source for data collection about the network conditions. As only the first 
transmission of a NACK can be used for measurements it is important to flag all NACK’s that 
could give erroneous metrics as retransmitted by setting the retransmission flag in the packet 
header. 

The retransmission flag should be cleared only the first time a NACK is sent for a specific packet. 
There are however circumstances when the retransmission flag must be set even if it is the first 
time a host NACK’s a packet. 

If a NACK transmission is cancelled during NACK suppression, any subsequent NACK sent for 
that packet should be marked as retransmitted even if the original transmission never occurred. 

Another circumstance when the retransmission flag must be set is during late join. All NACK’s 
initially sent the first time the receiver detects missing packets from a host, such as during a late 
join should be marked as retransmitted. The reason for this is that the sender otherwise would, 
erroneously, detect massive data losses and thus lower the transmission rate to minimum. 

' �'�	�>�;������������>�������������
In many situations there is a need to remove messages from the session. It may be in order to 
minimise the size of the session data set needed to be kept for retransmission or to remove data that 
is invalid for the application. 

In LwRM removal of data is done by transmitting an LWRM_DEL message containing a range of 
packets to be removed from the session and the host identifier of the host that created them. 

Whenever an LWRM_DEL message is received all packets within the range indicated by it must be 
removed from memory as well as any NACK’s that are scheduled for any such packet. If there are 
scheduled retransmissions of removed packets they are also cancelled. Any received transmissions 
or retransmissions or NACK’s of those packets are thereafter ignored. 

' �' ��%�
������������������
In order to ensure the integrity of the session data set there are a number of rules that must be 
followed when transmitting LWRM_DEL messages. 
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A delete message must never cause the removal of another delete message unless it also indicates 
removal of all the packets that was removed by the first delete message. This requirement is 
necessary in order to guarantee suppression of any NACK’s for removed packets by host that by 
any reason did not receive the first delete message, e.g. when making a late join to the session. 

A delete message may never remove an LWRM_FAIL message as any host announced as failed 
must remain so until the session is terminated. This is also done in order to guarantee that all failure 
messages reaches every host, even during a late join. If there are any reasons why removing a 
failure message would prove beneficial, e.g. during a garbage collect, it may be done if, and only if, 
a new failure message is immediately issued for the same host identifier. 

' �,�+��9��
�;�������
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In order to ensure delivery and avoid deadlocks caused by indefinite delays of data there must be a 
signal in the protocol that continually informs all hosts of the packet identifier of the latest 
transmitted message packet. This ensures that even if the very last message packet is lost the 
protocol will eventually detect the loss and initiate a retransmission. 

Whenever a host has not transmitted any packets for 10*MaxRTT it must transmit an 
LWRM_LAST signal. This signal contains the packet identifier of the largest used packet identifier 
for message packets sent from the host. 

If a host has not received an LWRM_LAST signal from another host within 31*MaxRTT the host 
will be considered missing and an LWRM_LAST signal for the missing host will be scheduled 
within a random delay in the interval [0, 6*MaxRTT]. The signal contains the host identifier of the 
missing host and the highest known message packet identifier of that host. If an LWRM_LAST 
signal for the missing host is received from any other host and the highest known packet identifier 
in that signal is as high or higher than the one in the scheduled signal, transmission of the signal 
will be cancelled. 

' �2��������
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Although the protocol may work well under normal circumstances there are no actual guarantees 
that it will perform correctly. During the connection phase there are always a possibility, although 
very small under normal conditions, of duplicate host or session identifiers. During operation there 
are the added risk of network malfunctions causing session or host duplicates long after the 
sessions have been initiated. This may happen if host or session identifiers are created in networks 
separated by a router failure is reconnected when the router comes on line again. In that case there 
are no working mechanisms to prevent duplicate session or host identifiers. 

' �2 ��)���
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Duplicate host identifiers are fairly easy to recover from. Whenever a duplicate host identifier is 
detected it is indicated by transmitting an LWRM_FAIL message containing the duplicate host 
number. 

When an LWRM_FAIL message for a host is issued it means that all data sent by the failed host is 
to be considered invalid and should be removed. All NACK’s and retransmissions concerning data 
from that host should also be cancelled. If the host that sent the LWRM_FAIL message is the same 
host that is declared to have failed in the message, an LWRM_FAIL message must be scheduled 
for transmission within the interval [MaxRTT, 3*MaxRTT]. If an LWRM_FAIL message from 
another host, that is not the same as the failing one, is received within this time the transmission is 
cancelled otherwise the message is transmitted. 
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When a host receives or transmits an LWRM_FAIL message for itself it must immediately cancel 
any further transmissions of messages and signals. It must then connect to the session again, using 
new host identifier, and transmit all previously transmitted data again, as the new host. 

As all data may be retransmitted by any host in the session it is only possible to detect duplicate 
hosts when receiving packets that are not retransmitted. When receiving a non-retransmitted packet 
it indicates existence of duplicate hosts in the following cases: 

Any packet received by a host, that is not an LWRM_REQ signal, with the same host identifier in 
the header as that of the receiving host that was not previously sent by the receiving host. 

Any message packet with the same sequence number as a previously received packet from the same 
host. 

' �2 "�)���
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Detecting duplicate sessions is harder than detecting duplicate hosts. In the case of different 
applications it can be detected as data from the other application is unreadable. In this case an 
LWRM_FAIL must not be sent for the host in question. That is only done if there are also a 
duplication of the host numbers. Instead the host sending unreadable data may be marked as faulty 
by the protocol and all messages and signals regarding it is simply ignored. 

This approach enables two different applications to coexist in the same session if the need should 
arise. All hosts belonging to each application will just mark all hosts belonging to the other as 
faulty and ignore them in the future. 

If the duplicate sessions uses the same application, or the same data format, so that it is not possible 
to differentiate between hosts in the sessions the protocol will unfortunately fail. The failure may 
simply be that participants in each session will also see all data from the other one, or that the data 
set is rendered incoherent and therefore useless. 
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We made a decision to implement the first version of the protocol in Java2. This had some 
advantages as well as drawbacks. The main advantages were that it was a relatively well known 
language for us and that it was reasonably portable. The main drawbacks were the relative lack of 
performance compared with compiling languages and the lack of pointer arithmetic that, however 
error prone, is extremely efficient to use when implementing network stacks. On modern computers 
however, the performance of Java would be sufficient for our needs. 

, ������>�������
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The protocol is implemented as a number of  classes responsible for data representation, network 
abstraction, protocol API, protocol logic and data buffering. The idea behind this is to create a 
protocol that is flexible enough to be customised for different application demands. 

, � ��$�����:�������������D$�����:E�
As the protocol was intended to be completely independent from the network protocol responsible 
for data transport we decided to use a public abstract network class, called Network, that would be 
subclassed for each specific protocol we wished to use. 

The Network class is connected to the LwRM protocol by using an observer pattern [GRA98]. In 
order to achieve this it uses a separate thread for reception of data from the network. It uses the 
LwRM packet class when communicating with LwRM and expects all transport protocols to be 
able to handle raw byte arrays as data. 

We have supplied two standard subclasses to Network, IPMulticastNetwork and 
IPUnicastNetwork. These implements network classes for communicating using IP unicast and 
UDP/IP as transport protocols as these will probably be those most commonly used. 

The abstract network class and its subclasses are used directly by the application programmer as 
there is no way to foresee what transport protocol will be used in the future or how it is initialised. 

, � "��������
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The protocol API is implemented as a public class named LwRM. It implements the interface that 
the application programmer needs to use LwRM. In addition to LwRM the application programmer 
may have to initialise instances of a descendant of the Network and/or Depository classes in order 
to customise the protocol to the requirements of the application. 

, � (��������
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The main component of the protocol logic is the package private class PacketHandler. It contains 
all the code necessary to handle retransmissions and retransmission requests, late join and keep-
alive signalling. 

The packet handler is customised by subclassing for two specific tasks. The subclass Connection 
implements the message logic used initially when a host connects to, or creates, a session. The 
subclass Session implements the message logic needed when a host has connected to a session and 
signal and message transport is occurring. 
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, � -�%��������������D%�9������<E�
In order to be able to retransmit lost packets they must be available at all times. The public abstract 
class Depository defines the interface and some very limited functionality of the database used for 
this. 

In order to provide a usable protocol we have also implemented a primitive subclass called 
MemDepository that uses a simple hash table to store packets in main memory. This is sufficient as 
long as the session data set is kept fairly small. For large data sets it is however necessary to 
implement a custom depository that stores the data on disk, and using a limited cache in main 
memory. 

, � !��������
�����:��;��;����
There are several ways that data is represented within LwRM depending on its place within the 
LwRM protocol stack as depicted in figure 1. 

The data is handled internally in two forms; messages and individual packets. The packet layer 
handles the individual packets that are received and transmitted as binary images on the underlying 
network protocol. The arbitrary length messages are built from one ore more packets of fixed 
length upon reception and is split into one or more fixed length packets during transmission. 

Loss detection and retransmissions are made at packet level while connection, NACK reception and 
application communication uses the message level. The class responsible for the translation 
between messages and packets is the PacketHandler class. 

, � '�����>��������
������������<�
Messages are built using a hierarchy of message classes. The parent class of all messages is the 
AbstractMessage class that implements all generic attributes and methods for messages. It 
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implements code for creating and extracting packet headers and has methods for creating packet 
sequences from messages and vice versa. 

Each class that inherits AbstractMessage is responsible for creating and extracting its own data 
field within the packet sequence and uses its superclass for all other fields. The result of this is that 
the field implemented by each inheriting class is placed after all fields implemented by its ancestors 
in the message body of the packet sequence. As the protocol definition of all the messages always 
has the fields in the same order, it becomes easy to implement in this fashion. 

The lowest level of the message hierarchy contains of  concrete implementing classes of the 
protocol message types. All these has to do is to set the message type identifier that will be inserted 
into the packets. If  the packets of the message is intended to be retransmitted in case of packet loss 
it must also implement the tag interface Retransmittable. This will result in the retransmittable flag 
being set in the packets of the message causing  PacketHandler to issue NACK’s if any packet of 
the message is lost. 

, "�%���������>�������
Data transmission is quite straightforward as the packet handler requests an array of packets from 
the message, store it in the depository and transmits it using the network. 

, " �������>������>���
In order to limit the transmission rate a virtual clock solution is used [PET96]. It is implemented as 
a separate daemon process, using a separate execution thread, in the TransmitDaemon class. When 
a packet is sent to an instance of the Network class it is immediately sent to the transmit daemon 
which queues the transmission. The transmit daemon then transmits each packet in such a way that 
the mean data rate corresponds to the maximum data rate even if the network would allow faster 
transmission. If the network is slower than the chosen data rate the transmit daemon will send at the 
maximum possible rate. 
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, (�%��������9�����
When receiving a message it may be fragmented into several packets. As there are no guarantee to 
the order they arrive in the packet handler must collect each packet as it arrives and store it in the 
depository. When it has collected all packets of a specific message, it creates an array of packets for 
that message and extracts the message using the method supplied for it in the Packet class. 

When a gap in the packet sequence is detected for the retransmittable packets, a NACK is 
scheduled for transmission. If packets are simply received out of order the NACK will be cancelled 
when the packet arrives. 

Packets for messages not using retransmission will be discarded either when the message is 
complete or when a few seconds has expired, to allow for out of order reception. 

When receiving a message the Packet class must have knowledge about what message class to 
create when a message with a specific message identifier is received. This is implemented by using 
Java class introspection  using a slightly modified abstract factory pattern [GRA98], which means 
that all that have to be added in the Packet class is the class name and message identifier number of 
the new message. 

, ( ��	������>������>���
The data retransmission mechanism is handled by the PacketHandler class using an instance of the 
RetransmitDaemon class. The packet handler registers lost packets and incoming NACK’s to the 
retransmit daemon which in its turn schedules the transmission of NACK’s, keep alive signals and 
data retransmissions and transmits them using the packet handler. 

The retransmit daemon operates using its own thread of execution. 
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2��0������<������������
LwRM is not a secure protocol and is not intended as one. In order to get confidentiality, non-
repudiation or protection against denial of service attacks there is a need for additional 
cryptographic mechanisms. 

2 ��%����
�������;����
Denial of service (DoS) attacks are a common occurrence on today’s Internet. LwRM is 
unfortunately relatively easy to disable for the purpose of DoS attacks as it is a protocol that relies 
on other hosts to behave correctly in order to secure the consistency of a session. 

The obvious way to make a successful DoS attack against LwRM is to issue false failure messages 
causing hosts to back off and reconnect using another host identifier. This will quickly increase the 
network load as large amounts of data are re-entered into the session under the new host identifiers. 
This form of attack may however be detected if all failure messages originates from the same host. 

To avoid this the host identifier could be forged. In this case it is not even necessary to send the 
actual failure message. It would be sufficient to send data in the name of other existing hosts. This 
would trigger the detection of duplicate host identifiers causing the failure messages to be issued by 
several legitimate hosts. 

Another way of DoS attack is to fake the existence of every identifier when it is requested by a new 
host. This would effectively prevent any session creation on a network connection. 

2 "������������
��<������
��������������������
Although the LwRM protocol itself do not incorporate any encryption it is possible to ad this 
feature in two ways. 

One way is to encrypt the data within the application. This approach leaves the particular details of 
key management to the application programmer. Using this approach may guarantee both 
confidentiality and support any non-repudiation and authentication mechanisms such as electronic 
signatures and certificates. Another benefit is that it is possible to retain full functionality of LwRM 
even if different parts of the data set should only be visible to some of the hosts by limiting access 
to the keys necessary to decode the packets while having full protocol functionality. The drawback 
is that as it is still possible to connect freely to the session there are no protection against denial of 
service attacks. 

The other way to add encryption is to encrypt the datagrams, including the LwRM header. This 
makes it impossible to connect to the session as the LwRM signals are completely encapsulated. 
This approach also makes it possible to ensure confidentiality and non-repudiation and authenticity 
but has other drawbacks. The fact that the communication is encrypted in its entirety also means 
that the encryption key must be known prior to connecting to the session. This makes it necessary 
to create special services for initial key exchange complicating the procedures to gain access to the 
sessions. 
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4��	�����9����;���������9��?����
This chapter is essentially an overview of how we approached the problems encountered, what was 
and was not solved and some thoughts of what we would have done otherwise.  

4 ���������:��99������
During the course of the project we used an iterative incremental model. In effect this meant that 
we made a preliminary design proposal, laid it aside for a day or two before returning to it for a 
review. There are reasons why we found this approach to be both necessary and possible. 

Under normal circumstances we would have used another team as reviewers, but as we did not 
have access to another team we made the choice to apply some temporal distance before taking a 
second look at our decisions. It would, of course, have been possible to work independently and 
reviewing each others results but that had the drawback of not being able to toss ideas between us. 

The approach with temporal separation is obviously time consuming but as we both had others 
projects running in parallel to this one, during its first phases, it was necessary to introduce some 
interleaving in the working schedule anyway. 

4 � ��#�������������
Phase one consisted initially of formalising the requirements and constraints of our protocol. After 
this initial specification it was possible to examine other protocols and their approach to the varying 
problems that had to be solved. 

The next logical step was to create a preliminary protocol draft containing rough outlines of the 
major mechanisms in the protocol. At this stage we had rough sketches of NACK-based 
retransmission, a simple selective ACK scheme, keep alive signalling, automatic selection of 
identifiers, intelligent handling of late join or large retransmissions by using unicast connections 
and session routing between network connections. 

The last part of the first iteration was to draw the rough outlines of some of the data structures and 
algorithms needed to support the features we had planned. This was the point where we identified 
two major problems in the design: It was neither light-weight nor feasible to code and test within 
our available timeframe. 

It was actually at this point we decided to use an iterative approach as we had underestimated the 
complexity of the problem in the preliminary planning where we used more or less the waterfall 
model. 

4 � "�#�������������
The second iteration began with removing everything that was not absolutely necessary in the 
design. We therefore removed the ACK-scheme, the unicast retransmissions, and the session 
routing mechanisms and made a major overhaul of the other parts. 

As it turned out we were able to make considerable streamlining of the protocol after these changes 
that led to a reduction of the number of different signals from twelve to seven. 

After reviewing the protocol again we realised that we had forgotten to include mechanisms for 
detecting and recovering from certain failure conditions and we included an additional signal for 
advertising host incoherence. 

The next step in this iteration was to begin design the data structures for the LwRM messages and 
signals. During this design we found that implementation would be simplified if all signals in the 
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protocol that used similar fields would group them in the same order. This would simplify parsing 
as the code for extracting and building each field could be reused. The result was that we delayed 
the creation of message classes and implemented only the Packet class that was used to represent 
the LwRM packets and their translation to and from the network binary format. 

At this point we realised that we were running short of time. But as things looked, we could either 
fail on time or succeed a bit late. We decided to make an attempt at the latter and add a fourth 
iteration. 

4 � (�#���������������
We returned to the protocol design and changed some of the messages in order to have a unified 
data field order for as many message and signal types as possible. We also made some packet 
header changes in order to eliminate the need to know anything about the packets types from the 
lower levels of the protocol. This was done by adding flags that defined how the packet should be 
handled, thus eliminating the need to be able to recognise the type of message it contained. 

We also defined the timings of the protocol used for NACK suppression and different signal delays 
needed in order to make the protocol work efficiently. 

After a minor rewrite and re-testing of the Packet class we created a hierarchy of message classes 
where we implemented each specific field as one class inheriting all fields preceding it in the 
message. This made it possible to implement several similar messages and still perform the actual 
testing on only their common superclass. 

In theory this approach would have simplified the debugging a lot, but we found that code 
deficiencies that had slipped through the testing of the superclasses were very hard to find when we 
had to trace through several layers of code inheritance and overriding to find an erroneous 
statement in one of the superclasses. 

During this iteration we began to design the actual code for the protocol itself and we decided to 
make a multithreaded design where the protocol itself would have two threads, one for reception 
and one for transmission. This approach would enable us to return control back to the application 
and prevent the GUI to freeze if the transmission of the message was delayed due to internal 
queuing. Two additional threads was also added, one to handle retransmission and one to handle 
the transmission rate limitation by using a virtual clock approach. 

The code produced was tested using rigorous black box testing with automated test programs for 
each class and the test status of each class was documented at every step in its development. 

By this time we were working on overtime and the decision was made to make the best possible 
implementation we could, based on our current design, during our spare time. 

4 � -�#��������������
In order to finish within a reasonable time we decided to implement the most basic functionality 
only. This meant that  network metrics and dynamic transmission rate had to go as we considered 
those to take too much time to debug and verify. Another issue that we realised we had forgotten 
about while designing all those timing details at the packet level was how to handle the relationship 
between messages and their data packets in order to implement the delete function. As time was 
short we left it unsolved and excluded it from the subset prototype. 

We began coding intensely in order to have some functionality as soon as possible. The first step 
was to create a protocol that could transmit and receive signals at all. This was fairly simple since 
we had done rather thorough black box testing on the message and packet classes. The main 
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problem during this was to make a fairly effective algorithm for handling out of order packets when 
building messages, a vital function as it was the foundation of late join and retransmissions. 

The next step was to add retransmission to the protocol. This was fairly simple on the paper but in 
practice it meant some heavy debugging of threaded class interaction. We also added the keep alive 
signalling to the retransmission daemon class as this was a logical place for it. 

After the retransmission we added transmission rate control using a virtual clock. As we had no 
network metrics it was implemented as a simple parameter that could be set from the application. 
This was fairly straightforward as we had made and solved most mistakes in the retransmission 
daemon class implementation. 

The last item to implement was the automatic connection and identifier allocation. As we had 
already implemented working signal and message layers this could be done with relative ease. 

The testing during this phase was reduced to informal testing. Most of the time we simply ran the 
code at reduced speed and analysed the debugging printouts to verify the function. 

4 � !��;�
�������9�����
In order to evaluate the protocol we wrote a new network subclass that used unicast instead of 
multicast. This was done in order to be able to connect each instance of the protocol to a central 
server program that could emulate a heterogeneous network with varying bandwidth, delays and 
packet losses. 

It was at this point we saw most of the drawbacks of cutting back on testing. We found that 
although the code worked, i.e. it exchanged messages in a fairly consistent manner, there was 
serious errors in the way it behaved at low levels that prevented us from collecting reliable test 
metrics. After many hours of tracing the execution through the class hierarchy and its multiple 
threads we managed to get it straight enough to start making actual measurements when 
communicating at full speed. 

It was during these full speed tests when we ran the protocol at full speed with large amounts of 
data that the drawback with multiple threads was apparent. We found that the protocol had a 
tendency to deadlock at high loads. After spending several work days trying to find the bug that 
caused the deadlock we had to accept our defeat. 

The bug was found to be either in the JVM or so embedded in the structure that we would have to 
rewrite large parts of the protocol to solve it. We discussed the matter and decided that removing at 
least two threads from the protocol core, making it virtually single threaded, would be the best 
approach. As we already were working on overtime we decided to end the project at this point and 
collate our results into a final report. 
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As we have noted earlier there are still several issues that need to be addressed before this protocol 
leaves the concept stage and becomes a usable part of any serious software package. 

�1 ���������
������������
Although the protocol definition contains all mechanisms absolutely necessary to function there are 
a few weak points that needs to be addressed. 

A disconnect procedure should be added to assure that at least one other host has received the 
complete set of data before the host leaves the session. 

The possibility for sessions to span several network connections is a useful extension that would 
enable unicast and multicast connections to be seamlessly integrated in a single session without the 
need for a router application. 

Late join should be improved to increase performance when the session data set is very large. It 
would probably be better to use a unicast connection to the nearest host instead of multicast in this 
case. 

�1 "�#>9
�>���������
A revision of the implementation that is stable and functional enough to allow reliable metrics for 
the protocol should be made. This implementation should contain a single threaded core with only 
simple queues to decouple it from the application thread and the network reception thread in order 
to keep complexity as low as possible. 

It should then be extended to include data deletion in order to have a usable protocol. 

If the protocol is to be usable on the Internet, the network metrics and rate control features outlined 
in the protocol must be implemented and evaluated. 
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�"���99����A��8���	�9��:������>�������������
The LwRM packets and signals are encapsulated in the standard IP multicast packet. Even if there 
is no need for network layer information, as defined in the OSI model, there is a need to define a 
header to support the session and transport layer functionality. 

�" ����>>�����	���������
All headers begin with a few common fields used to identify the type of message, how it should be 
handled and any optional fields and transport protocol options. 

If a message is too large to fit in a single datagram or if the maximum packet size should be less or 
equal to one network frame, the message must be divided into two or more fragments, each 
contained in a separate packet. In order to be able to optimise implementational efficiency each 
such fragment of a message must have the same size throughout the whole message up to, but not 
including, the last fragment which may be smaller, but not larger, than the rest. 

 
  0               8      12      16 
  +---------------+-------+-------+ 
  |Version number |Type ID| Flags | 
  +---------------+-------+-------+ 
  |       Header checksum         | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Session identifier (MSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Session identifier (LSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Packet identifier (MSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |       Packet identifier       | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Packet identifier (LSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
 

�" � �����
��������9������

5���������>����
The version number field is a 8 bit unsigned integer used to define which LwRM header version is 
used. The current version is 0 and anything but the version field may be changed in future versions. 
Any implementation of LwRM should first make sure that the packet is of a known version before 
trying to process it. 

�<9��#%�
This 4 bit unsigned integer is used to define the type of message that this header is preceding. The 
currently used numbers are: 
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1. LWRM_DATA 

2. LWRM_NACK 

3. LWRM_REQ 

4. LWRM_XIST 

5. LWRM_ASIG 

6. LWRM_LAST 

7. LWRM_DEL 

8. LWRM_FAIL 

�
����
This four bit field consist of four flags listed in MSB to LSB order: 

��������	�
���

If this flag is set it means that the packet is a retransmission of a previously sent packet. It is 
not necessary to recognise this bit but using it improves error detection for duplicate hosts. 

��	���
���

This flag indicates that the packet header uses a unique sequence number and the message 
contained is a part of the session global data set that is encompassed by NACK-based 
retransmission. If the flag is not set the sequence number is only temporary and may reappear 
any time in the future. A missing packet with a non-unique sequence number is never 
NACK’d as that could result in confusion if the number is reused before the retransmission is 
completed. 

�	���
���

This flag is set in the first packet in any signal or message. It must be set for one packet 
signals or messages too. 

����
���

This flag is set in the last packet in any signal or message. It must be set for one packet 
signals or messages too. 

)����������:��>�
The header checksum is used to verify header integrity. Normally the LwRM protocol relies on 
checksums and CRC's on lower layers to detect and discard faulty packets. This checksum is 
therefore here to detect non-LwRM headers so they can be discarded if they are received by 
mistake. The checksum is calculated by adding all bytes in the header excluding all extensions and 
the checksum field and placing the least significant 16-bits into the checksum field. 

0�������#����������
This unsigned 32-bit number field identifies the session that this packet belongs to. The 8 most 
significant bits in the number contains the scope used for transmitting the packets. This resulting in 
a separate range of session numbers for each scope in order to avoid overlapping of session 
numbers between local and regional sessions. This is used to separate sessions in the case that two 
or more sessions unintentionally uses the same IP and port number or if several applications are 
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used in conjunction. The reserved session zero is used in combination with the host number zero to 
identify a message sent to all hosts in all sessions. 

)����#����������
This unsigned 16 bit number field is used to identify a specific host within a session. The reserved 
host number zero is used to indicate a message sent from a new host still lacking host number. 

���:������������������
This unsigned 48 bit field is used to identify a packet or a sequence of packets. It has slightly 
different semantics depending on the message type it identifies. If it is an LWRM_DATA or 
LWRM_DEL it contains a packet sequence number uniquely identifying the packet and its place in 
the complete sequence of (both data and delete) packets enabling receiver based packet loss 
detection by detecting gaps in the sequence. The sequence begins with 1 and is increased for each 
message sent. For any other type of packet the field is not used in the current implementation and 
should be set to the reserved value of zero. 

�" "��.	@%����
This is the format for the packets responsible for delivering data payload over the network. 

The sequence number in the header of a LWRM_DATA packet must be 1 for the first packet sent 
and increased by one for each additional packet. There may be no gaps in the sequence as those are 
used to identify packet loss and initiate retransmissions. The packet sequence number is also never 
allowed to wrap but as there are 48 bits to use it is unlikely that it will wrap during a session 
anyway. 

In the unlikely event that we run out of packet sequence numbers, it must be considered a fatal 
error resulting in a LWRM_FAIL to be transmitted and no more LWRM_DATA packets may be 
sent from this host during this session. This problem may be solved at the application level by using 
the LWRM_ASIG to handle the transition to a new host number for continued transmission. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  |         Data payload          | 
  |                               | 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
 

�" " �����
��������9������

%������<
����
The data payload is an arbitrary sequence of bytes to be distributed in a session.  
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�" (��.	@$��+�
The not acknowledged signal used to indicate a detected packet loss and request retransmission. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    NACK Packet ident. (MSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |      NACK Packet ident.       | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    NACK Packet ident. (LSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
 

�" ( �����
��������9������

)����#����������
The number of the host that sent the packet range that is negatively acknowledged. 

$��+����:�������� �
The packet identification of the packet to be NACK’d. 

�" -��.	@	�/�
The request  message used when probing and registering sessions and hosts on a network 
connection. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
 
The LWRM_REQ is sent to the session number that is requested. If a new session is requested the 
message is sent as the Global Host for that session, i.e. host number zero. If on the other hand a 
new host to an existing session is to be registered, a host number different from zero must be 
chosen. 

If a session number of zero is chosen the message is broadcast to all sessions on the current 
network connection. This will result in replies identifying each session but not every host in them. 
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�" !��.	@7#0��
The exist message used to indicate that a session/host already exists. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  |                               | 
  |      Session description      | 
  |                               | 
  |                               | 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
 

�" ! �����
��������9������

)���������������
The host identifier of another known hosts in the same session as the sending host. This optional 
field is primarily used to advertise hosts not longer active in a session who has sent data to the 
session. Host numbers may not be reused as all data packets are associated to the senders host 
number for identification purposes. 

0�������������9�����
This is a null terminated Unicode string that identifies the session. Normally it contains a session 
name in human readable form but all it is a way to recognise a session on the network. This is 
necessary as session numbers are dynamically and automatically assigned. 

�" '��.	@�0#��
The application signal used by the application to handle lightweight signalling. 

The difference between LWRM_ASIG and LWRM_DATA is that the ASIG does not have a 
sequence number which means that an application signal will not be automatically retransmitted. 
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  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               |  
  |    Custom binary message      | 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
  .                               . 
 

�" ' �����
��������9������

�����>������<�>�������
This field contains an arbitrary binary sequence defined by the application. 

�" ,��.	@��0��
A signal sent with long intervals during low traffic conditions to indicate that a host is still active 
on the network and/or that a host number is occupied. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Packet identifier (MSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+  
  |       Packet identifier       | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |    Packet identifier (LSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
 
The packet sequence number in the LWRM_LAST message contains the latest packet sequence 
number transmitted from the host. It is used to ensure retransmission during low traffic conditions 
and as an indication that the host is still alive. 
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�" , �����
��������9������

)���������������
The number of the host this last signal is referring to. This is usually the same as the number in the 
header but if a host has transmitted data and left the session, the last signal will be transmitted for it 
with long intervals by any host knowing of data sent by the missing host in order to enable 
retransmission of lost packets. 

���:��������������
The packet sequence number of the last packet known to have been sent by the host indicated in the 
Host number field. If the host sending is the same host as the one indicated in the message it will of 
course contain the very latest packet sequence number transmitted. 

�" 2��.	@%���
The delete message is used to announce the deletion of a previously sent LWRM_DATA packet. 

Retransmission of LWRM_DEL messages is achieved by the same mechanism as for 
LWRM_DATA as they are transmitted using the same sequence of packet identifiers. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |   First Packet ident. (MSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |     First Packet ident.       | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |   First Packet ident. (LSB)   | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |   Last Packet ident. (MSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |      Last Packet ident.       | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |   Last Packet ident. (LSB)    | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
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)����#����������
The number of the host that originally sent the packet range that is deleted. 

���������:�������� �
The first packet in the range. 
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The last packet in the range. 

�" 4��.	@��#��
The LwRM fail message is used to indicate that the integrity of a host identifier is compromised. 

 
  0               8              16 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |                               | 
  +      Common LwRM header       + 
  |                               | 
  +                               + 
  |                               | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
  |        Host identifier        | 
  +-------------------------------+ 
 

�" 4 �����
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)����#����������
The identifier of the host that has failed. 
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There are a number of terms that we use to describe the workings of LwRM that may need to be 
defined to the reader as they are either unique for this report or used in a slightly different way than 
in other networking literature. 

0������ - A set of data shared by one or more hosts on a network connection. A session may exist 
on one, and only one, network connection. 

)��� - An instance of LwRM capable of both sending and receiving data within a session. A host 
may exist on one, and only one, session. 

%�9������< - A local collection of received and transmitted data maintained by each host. A 
depository contains all received data that is currently valid within a session. 

$�����:����������� - A logical network connection where all hosts are able to receive data from 
all other hosts. 

$�����: - A transport protocol used for transmitting the LwRM packets between hosts. No 
assumptions are made how this protocol works other than that it is at least a best effort service 
capable of binary transfer with some sort of integrity guarantee, i.e. it uses some sort of checksum 
to verify data integrity. 

0��9� - A geographical limitation on a network connection. In LwRM it is assumed that data 
transmitted using a larger scope may be received by all hosts within a more restricted scope within 
that larger scope. For example, the data sent by a host in a regional scope on a network connection 
may be received by a host on a local scope within that regional scope. 

0����
 - A sequence of one or more packets containing a single LwRM data item that is sent 
without reliable transmission to the session. Signals are used whenever it is not possible or 
necessary to use retransmission. 

������ - A sequence of one or more packets containing a single LwRM data item that is 
transmitted using retransmission to ensure delivery. 

���:�� - The smallest data carrying object in LwRM. A packet consists of a header optionally 
followed by a number of bytes of data. All signals and messages is composed of one or more 
packets. All packets within a single message must be of equal length except the last one. 


